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A  LO O K  I N S I D E
The AT&T Art Collection



At AT&T, art is about communication—an idea, an emotion, a worldview—and the desire
to communicate is one of the most fundamental parts of being human. 

From its inception in 1985, the primary mission of AT&T’s art collection has been to celebrate
and explore how visual culture addresses the idea of communication. From our initial focus
on 20th century American art, our collection has grown over the years to encompass many
diverse styles and cultures, reflecting our company’s growth from a regional enterprise to a
global brand. 

Today, the AT&T collection includes significant works from around the world, many of
which we have been proud to share with our local and international communities. By loaning
art to exhibitions organized by cultural centers and major art museums, we hope to encour-
age interaction and communication, ideas that are central to the larger mission of AT&T.
We’re especially proud of the new media and contemporary photography in our collection,
a reminder of how art continually helps us rethink and reimagine.

It’s a privilege to share the following highlights from our collection. These works have the
power to enrich our lives and foster understanding. We invite you to get to know them better
as you take a look inside.

Randall Stephenson

Chairman and CEO

AT&T Inc.
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Letter of Welcome

2

George Rickey
Two Open Rectangles Horizontal

1983–1984
Stainless steel and granite

Gift of  AT&T to the 
Meadows Museum, SMU, Dallas
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The gathering of individual artistic gestures in one place is described as a collection. The
word ‘collection’ may imply intentionality on the part of the individual, museum, foundation,
or corporation responsible for the care of these artworks—as if their purchase was part of
an insightful long-term plan. But more often than not, whether in a museum or corporate
collection—the corpus of works in a given collection are the result not of prescient planning,
but of countless acts of individual judgment, the results of which add up to an inventory of
objects.

AT&T’s corporate art collection has the hallmarks of multiple intelligences, both artistic and
curatorial. While it has grown organically as a function of the individual taste of multiple
people, it coheres in one critical sense: it speaks of an aspiration to communicate ideas, to
provide a stimulating setting for the workplace, and to reflect the diversity of employees and
customers alike.

Including paintings, prints, sculptures and photography, AT&T’s corporate art collection
was established in 1985, and through multiple mergers and acquisitions, has grown to become
a major collection bearing strengths commensurate with the goals of the company itself.
Artworks dating back decades or merely months each reflect AT&T’s identity as a cutting
edge, high-tech lifestyle company. The pioneering vision of the artists represented in the col-
lection maps to the exploratory culture of AT&T, which has to keep pace with innovation in
a variety of sectors and disciplines, and to remain a leader in fostering creativity and unfet-
tered communication.

Evelyn Beatrice Longman’s Spirit of Communication,
(Golden Boy) dates to 1916. This gilded sculpture towers
above all who pass through AT&T’s global corporate
headquarters, reaching two dozen feet in height. In its
day, Longman’s colossus spoke of the novel power of
point-to-point communication, and heralded a new
chapter in human history, which put the spoken word
on a par with the written word for the rapid, decentral-
ized exchange of information and ideas. 
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A Vision of Communication
MAXWELL L.  ANDERSON

Evelyn Beatrice Longman
Spirit of  Communication

(Golden Boy)
1916

Gilded Sculpture
24 x 12 feet

Golden Boy Refurbished
atop 195 Broadway, NYC

Courtesy of  AT&T Archives 

Evelyn Beatrice Longman in her studio

Courtesy of  AT&T Archives 



Maxwell L. Anderson has been The Eugene McDermott Director of  the Dallas

Museum of  Art since January 2012. He launched programs in paintings conser-

vation and Islamic art, and added over $22 million to the museum’s endowment.

In the fall of  2012 he announced the DMA’s return to a policy of  free general

admission as well as introducing free membership. 

Anderson received an A.B. from Dartmouth College with highest distinction in art history (1977), and

A.B. (1978) and PhD. (1981) degrees in art history from Harvard University. After serving as a curator

of  Greek and Roman Art at The Metropolitan Museum of  Art from 1981-87, he has directed a total

of  five art museums, including the Whitney Museum of  American Art.

Anderson’s book The Quality Instinct: Seeing Art Through a Museum Director’s Eye, was published in 2012

by the American Alliance of  Museums and is distributed by the University of  Chicago Press.

Generations later, James Rosenquist’s large-scale oil on
canvas titled Telephone Explosion of 1983 provides the
corporate collection with a whimsical meditation on
the realization of Longman’s optimistic vision. And
tempers it with an awareness that the very success of
the telecommunications revolution has rendered it less
automatically compelling.

The constant acceleration of technological change de-
mands an ever-attentive, forensic attitude for AT&T’s
corporate culture, which is well matched by an inquis-
itive curatorial program. While engineers and designers

serve the public through product improvement, the artists in the corporate art collection
represent a panorama of worldviews, and an overarching curiosity about the natural and
man-made environment. A company reliant on perpetual innovation can do no better than
to surround itself with the evidence of creativity. AT&T’s corporate art collection provides
an ongoing conversation about the human condition, reminding us all that innovation for
its own sake is a hollow goal. And that instead, innovation in pursuit of a better-connected,
more tolerant, and more productive world is a worthy goal both for a venerable but vital
company—and for us all.

Maxwell L. Anderson

The Eugene McDermott Director

Dallas Museum of  Art
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James Rosenquist
Telephone Explosion, 1983

Acrylic on canvas
79 5/8 x 67 3/4 inches



The fundamental task of diversity is to introduce variety and multiplicity to an otherwise
homogeneous milieu. And if the heterosexual Caucasian male has traditionally been privi-
leged by the master narrative of art history, and consequently, by most art collections, then
the AT&T collection indeed questions that hegemonic enterprise. The inventory of this col-
lection not only addresses diversity of race, gender, generation, and sexuality, but it also rep-
resents artists with a wide range of creative visions and of varying degrees of fame.

Romare Bearden (1911–1988) belongs to the generation of
African American artists that built on the legacy of the
Harlem Renaissance, yet rejected its claim of any authentic
American black identity. Even though African American life
is the primary source of Bearden’s subject, the reproducible,
fragmentary character of the medium of collage introduces a
rich ambiguity and indeterminacy to his images. His spaces
and characters evince complex experiments with pictorial
possibilities and offer cultural identity as a dynamic, multi-
valent discourse. The spatial strategies of the lithographs from
the final phase of his career unequivocally demonstrate the
influence of collage, albeit with a much brighter palette and a
simpler composition. Juxtaposed with nature and engaged in mundane chores, the black
character in each print is also more expressive than those in his earlier collages.

The New Jersey-based artist Willie Cole’s (b. 1955) vision of the
transformative potential of consumer objects earned him an apt
title from one critic: “magician of the mundane” i. His serial
prints, which are physical imprints of actual flatirons and iron-
ing-boards, contribute a new dimension to the appropriation
and repetitiveness of Pop. Cole’s Untitled (1994) is part of a series
of six imprints of flatirons on glass panels, where the variety of
the steam-hole patterns playfully contradicts the mundane rep-
etition of the flatiron shapes, thus endowing each print with a
unique identity. Cole artistically matured in the post-Civil
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Diversity in Perspective: 3 American Artists
SUNANDA K.  SUNYAL

Romare Bearden
In the Garden

1979
Lithograph

30 3/4 x 24 3/4 inches

Willie Cole
Untitled
1994
One of  six etched glass panels
Each panel 13 5/8 x 10 5/8 inches

Romare Bearden
The Lantern
1979
Lithograph on paper
33 3/4 x 25 5/8 inches



Originally from India, Sunanda K. Sanyal is Associate Professor of  Art History

and Critical Studies at the College of  Art and Design of  Lesley University. He has

an M.F.A. in Visual Arts (painting and installation) from University of  California, San

Diego (1990); an M.F.A. in Art History from Ohio University (1993); and a Ph.D.

in Art History from Emory University (2000). Sanyal’s research interests include

politics of  representation and identity; representation and otherness; contempo-

rary artists from former colonies in global discourses. He has chaired panels on contemporary artists

of  color at various conferences, and has written in art journals in the U.S., Europe, and India. In 2008

and 2011, he produced and directed a two-part documentary film entitled “A Homecoming Spectacle”,

which explores the visual culture of  Durga Pujo, an annual religious-cultural festival held in Bengal, India.

He is currently working on a book on disaporic South Asian artists. 

Personal website: www.globalthek.com

Rights era; therefore, identity is, for him, a matter of oblique reference within a much broader
context of contemporary art. While the flatiron shapes recall the contours of slave ships, the
ontological shift caused by the role of the actual objects in the process exposes the prints to
the expanded field of contemporary sculpture.

Vija Celmins (b. 1938) is primarily
known for her highly realistic draw-
ings, paintings, and prints, always
mediated by photographs. Like her
Pop and Photorealist contemporaries,
Celmins offers glimpses of the hyper-
real, media-saturated visual culture of
the postwar era in America. It is
tempting, however, to read her early
images of war and conflict as tangen-
tial signifiers of her family’s immigra-
tion ordeal from Latvia to the United

States in the 1940s. While her drypoint and aquatint images of ocean surfaces and constel-
lations from the 1980s apparently depart from her earlier subjects, their obsessive realism,
absence of any focal point, severe cropping, and seriality connect them to the dominant ten-
dencies through most of her creative endeavor. 

Since the 1980s, terms like “diversity” and “multiculturalism” have become ubiquitous in lib-
eral American lexicon. Their perception and practice, however, can be merely fashionable,
producing little more than a banal form of tokenism. In contrast, the multicultural character
of the AT&T collection is rich and open-ended. The above trio—two male black Americans
(one of them of iconic stature) from two different generations and a naturalized East Euro-
pean woman in her late career—is one of many possible groupings that the collection offers.
While illuminating diverse facets of contemporary art, each of such combinations can also
assert the complexity of the collection’s own diversity and inclusiveness. 

i. Mary Abbe, “Willie Cole: Magician of  the Mundane,” StarTribune, September 29, 2012,
http://www.startribune.com/entertainment/stageandarts/171626931.html?refer=y.
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Vija Celmins
Ocean Surface-Second State

1985
Drypoint on paper

31 x 26 inches
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The advent of photography in the mid-19th century created a sea change in art, both in
terms of how it was made and in how people perceived it. Previously a form of representation
crafted by hand, art was transformed by a technology that made possible a seemingly un-
mediated view of the world. Photography proffered itself as the most truthful and accurate
portrayal of its subjects, for it recorded what the eye saw without reinterpretation. Indeed,
in its nascence, it took the place of painting in rendering portraits, still-lifes, landscapes, and
other genres. Its ability to record images relatively quickly and efficiently soon led to its wide-
spread use in medicine and science to document everything from medical anomalies to
botany and microscopic organisms. 

Eadweard Muybridge’s
studies of movement in
the latter 19th century
are exemplary of the
trajectory of photogra-
phy from documenta-
tion of the familiar to
its capacity to show

what the naked eye could not see. By capturing sequences of people and animals in motion
suspended in isolated images of each phase, Muybridge not only portrayed what the eye
could not see on its own, but he helped usher in the era of cinematography, which simulated
motion through the sequential projection of still images.

By the early 20th century, artists were learning to exploit photog-
raphy for even more creative endeavors. As cameras became in-
creasingly portable, it became possible to go outside the studio
and into the world to record its diversity and splendor. Ansel
Adams’ photographs of the American West, especially those of
Yosemite National Park, are the most iconic examples of this shift.
For more than half a decade, he created sweeping, pan-oramic
views of the untarnished landscape of a country that was increas-
ingly subjected to urbanization and industrialization. His photo-

The Work of Art in the Age of Technology
MAT THEW DRUT T

Eadweard Muybridge
Animal Locomotion Plate 624
1880
Photo collotype print
21 x 30 inches

Man Ray
Le Beau Temps

1939
Color lithograph on paper

34 x 28 3/8 inches

Bridal Veil Fall, Yosemite Valley, CA
1927
Gelatin silver print
20 x 16 inches
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Matthew Drutt (M.A. Yale University) is an independent curator based in New

York who specializes in modern and contemporary art. From 2012–13, he was the

founding Executive Director of  the Blouin Cultural Advisory Group, an agency that

guides individuals and institutions seeking to build discerning collections of  fine art.

Prior to this appointment, he was Executive Director of  Lisson Gallery in London,

Milan, and New York, where he oversaw its international sales of  such stellar artists

as Daniel Buren, Tony Cragg, Dan Graham, Anish Kapoor, Jason Martin, and Lawrence Weiner.

From 2006–2010, he was Executive Director of  Artpace San Antonio, an international artist residency

program. He served as Chief  Curator of  The Menil Collection, Houston from 2001–2006, where he

organized exhibitions of  Olafur Eliasson, Robert Gober, Arshile Gorky, Donald Judd, Ellsworth Kelly,

and Kazimir Malevich. From 1993–2001, he was a curator at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, where

he organized numerous shows, including The Art of  the Motorcycle, and advised on the construction

and programming of  the international Guggenheim network. During that time, he also served as a vis-

iting professor at Columbia University, and was a teaching fellow at Yale University prior to that. In

2006, the French Government knighted him as a Chevalier in the Order of  Arts and Letters in recog-

nition of  his accomplishments in the international art world. 

graphs helped preserve the majestic beauty
of the natural world and exploited the abil-
ity of silver-based prints to render the
shimmering qualities of light as no one
had before him.

As they had with painting, sculpture, and
design, Modern artists turned to photog-
raphy to render imagery in ways that
broke with convention. Man Ray invented
the camera-less photograph, placing ob-
jects directly onto light-exposed paper to
create ghostly traces of themselves. In his
camera work, he helped usher in the Sur-
realists’ obsession with dream imagery and
fragmentation, as in his photographs of
the hands of Countess Villombrosa, which
also reflect the early-20th century obses-
sion with hands as having the same unique
characteristics of the human face.

As advances in technology and image-making evolved, so too did an artist’s ability to exploit
that knowledge and turn it into something creative. Barely a decade after the invention of
television and video, artists like Nam Jun Paik were turning television sets into sculptural
configurations and manipulating recorded moving images into abstract patterns and dis-
tortions. This trend reached its apogee in the work of artists like Gretchen Bender in the
1980s, where the television was subsumed into a sculptural encasement with flickering im-
ages culled from popular culture and broadcast news. 

The advent of the digital age brought the world of computers, still, and moving images into
a single space. It ushered in the notion of variable media—a single digital source capable of
being played back on a variety of platforms: computers, televisions, hand-held devices, etc.
Jim Campbell’s LED-based works refer to this revolution in display technologies, but they
also allude to its use in surveillance and security, reminding us that technology can be used
for both creative and potentially sinister purposes.

Nam June Paik
Nam June Paik at 1800 RPMs

1992
Mixed media, 7 laser discs 

12 inches in diameter, lights, 
Dimensions variable

Gretchen Bender
Untitled (Virtual Memory)

1987
Film Still

Jim Campbell
Statue of  Liberty
2010
Custom electronics, 
1728 LEDs, treated Plexiglas
33 x 44 x 2 inches
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AT&T’s collection comprises a considerable holding of paintings, prints, and photographs
that survey major moments in twentieth-century art. Viewed as a whole, they highlight im-
portant modern European and American art movements, and key relationships between
and among them over time. Included are notable works by some of the era’s best-known
artists, both American-born and those who called the United States home temporarily or
permanently. 

At the century’s start, artists associated with 
Cubism and Fauvism explored new directions in
composition, color, materials, and subject mat-
ter. The French architect Le Corbusier painted
Cubist-inflected abstractions, while his compa-
triot Fernand Léger melded Cubist principles
with the Fauves’ joyous palette. In the century’s
second half, artists like Stuart Davis, an Ameri-
can with European links, and the British David

Hockney, long resident in Southern California, invoked this joint heritage with visual refer-
ences to Picasso and Matisse.

Dadaists and Surrealists employed non-literal realism to respond to Europe’s status quo dur-
ing and after World War I. The collection contains sophisticated, witty pieces by American
expatriate Dada-Surrealist Man Ray and later
works demonstrating both movements’ perennial
relevance to recent Modernism, saliently among
Pop artists and Conceptualist Bruce Nauman. A
contemporary, socially conscious approach to art
and design flourished at Germany’s Bauhaus
workshops. A leading exponent of Bauhaus ideals,
Josef Albers, emigrated to the United States in
1933; his serial explorations into form, color, and
perception, richly represented in AT&T’s collec-
tion, profoundly influenced American artists. 

Multiple Modernisms
SUSAN BENFORADO BAKEWELL

Ellsworth Kelly
Blue with Black I

1972–74
Lithograph on Special Arjomari paper

44 1/4 x 39 inches

Ferland Léger
La Piscine (The Swimming Pool)
Lithograph
27 7/8 x 34 inches
c. 1959

Thomas Hart Benton
Loading Corn
1945 
Lithograph on paper
17 x 20 3/4 inches



appropriations of the familiar have become embedded
in our common culture: Jasper Johns’s flags and targets;
Robert Rauschenberg’s socio-political collages; James
Rosenquist’s bright cullings from consumer culture
and technology; Roy Lichtenstein’s outsized comics;
Claes Oldenburg’s monumentalized objects; Andy
Warhol’s news-inspired riffs on life and celebrity.
Robert Longo’s elegant self-involved figures and the
deliberately clichéd photo-statements of Barbara
Kruger attest to Pop’s continuing influence.

Ellsworth Kelly, now ninety, has added to his rigorous
and beautiful 1970's color abstractions a series of
monochrome line renderings of flowers, almost clas-
sical in subject and form—and in Modernist terms,
Minimalist, in their simplicity. Modern art and artists
move on; so, surely will this collection.

Susan Benforado Bakewell is an art historian and curator specializing in early-

modern and modern art of  Europe, particularly England and Spain, and the Amer-

icas. She received a B.A. from the University of  Wisconsin, an M.A. from the

University of  Toronto, and a Ph.D. from the University of  New Mexico, all in art

history. Currently based in Maine, she is Adjunct Lecturer in art history at Bowdoin

College, and also teaches for Southern Methodist University at its Northern New

Mexico campus. A former curator at the New Mexico Museum of  Art in Santa Fe, she has consulted

for muse-ums, cultural centers, foundations and educational organizations in the U.S. and Canada, and

taught in university study-abroad programs in Mexico and Spain. Publications include exhibition catalogues,

arti-cles, and two co-edited volumes, to which she also contributed, Voices in New Mexico Art (Museum

of New Mexico, Santa Fe) and A History of  Visual Culture (Berg/Bloomsbury, Oxford and London).
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Many American artists responded to the Great Depression by focusing on the country’s land-
scapes and peoples in a realistic style known as Regionalism or American Scene Painting.
John Sloan broke with academic convention to depict urban work and leisure with affection
and an accuracy of observation uncomfortable for some. In contrast, Thomas Hart Benton
celebrated, even mythologized, rural ways and people, using as backdrop his native Missouri
in a sinuous, exaggerated fashion. Edward Hopper’s prints and paintings frequently reflect
feelings of anxiety and alienation, themes engaging a larger world of Modernist sensibility.

World War II’s end saw New York become an international art center, with Abstract Impres-
sionism heralded as a significant contribution to Modernism. Thanks to the G.I. Bill, Amer-
ica’s artist population increased almost exponentially and art movements proliferated.
Abstract Expressionists like Adolph Gottlieb and Robert Motherwell spurned the specific
to reach spiritual transcendence. Their work still elicits admiration, and incites emulation.
From Abstract Expressionism evolved Color-Field painting, restrained, non-figural abstrac-
tion exemplified by Helen Frankenthaler and Morris Louis and Op(tical) Art, vivid formalist
compositions by Frank Stella and Ellsworth Kelly. 

Aptly named Pop Art exploded in the sixties, its cool quoting of mass-media ideas conveyed
by commercial art techniques perfectly matched to its moment; its power and influence were
immediate and enduring. In AT&T’s broad, deep, Pop holdings, we see the movement’s best
known artists through their most distinctive work and understand the extent to which Pop’s

Ellsworth Kelly
Calla Lily II
1983–85
Lithograph on Rives BFK paper
36 x 25 inches

James Rosenquist
F-111 (North)

1974 
Lithograph in 4 panels

36 x 300 inches



Photographer and environmentalist Ansel Adams was born in San Francisco,

California, completing an eighth grade education before embarking on a lifelong

exploration of photographic techniques. Adams’s keen interest in the natural en-

vironment fueled his interest in photography and he worked prolifically during his

lifetime. With fellow photographers, Adams worked to promote photography as a

fine art form. He helped establish the first museum photography department at the

Museum of Modern Art, New York in 1940 and co-founded the first university

photography department in the United States at the California School of Fine Arts

(now the San Francisco Art Institute) in 1945.

Adams's best known work was devoted to the United States’ remaining untouched

wilderness, chiefly in national parks and the American West. His spectacular

landscape photographs such as Bridal Veil Fall, Yosemite Valley, CA and Mt. McKinley

and Wonder Lake, Mt. McKinley National Park, Alaska endure as iconic images in

the American canon.

Ansel Adams 
(American, 1902–1984)
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Mt. McKinley and Wonder Lake, 
Mt. McKinley National Park, Alaska

1947
Gelatin silver print 20 x 16 inches



Josef Albers was born in Bottrop, Germany. An artist and educator, his work formed

the basis of some of the most influential art education programs of the 20th century.

He studied and then taught at the legendary German Bauhaus, which promoted

radically simplified forms, functionality, and mass production. Albers married textile

artist and printmaker Anni Albers, née Fleischmann (1899–1994) in 1925. He moved

to the United States in 1933 when the Bauhaus closed. Albers directed the painting

program at Black Mountain College in North Carolina, leaving to direct the Depart-

ment of Design at Yale University between 1950 and 1958. His students included

groundbreaking artists Richard Anuszkiewicz, Eva Hesse, Robert Rauschenberg, and

Cy Twombly. His work was featured in a retrospective exhibition at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York in 1971.

Formulation Articulation, a collection of silkscreen prints based on four decades of

the artist’s work, represents Albers’ life-long investigation into complex relationships

of color, abstraction, perception, and geometric design.
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Josef Albers 
(American, born Germany, 1888–1796)

Formulation: Articulation 
Portfolio 1, Folder 5

1972
Screenprint on paper

15 x 20 inches



Barry Anderson was born in Greenville, Texas and received a B.F.A. in photography

from University of Texas, Austin and an M.F.A. in photography and digital media

from Indiana University, Bloomington. Anderson works primarily in single- and

multi-channel video animation exploring the concepts of time, space, and sound.

Known for creating abstract “sonic landscapes” that entrance the viewer, Anderson

has been commissioned to create public installations such as Intermissions, a series

of 13 videos and photographs placed throughout the city of Syracuse, New York in

2009. Anderson also collaborates with electronica/techno composers producing

music videos. Anderson’s work has been exhibited at the Kemper Museum of Con-

temporary Art in Kansas City, Missouri, where he lives and works. 

In Vertical Blinds (2), small slices of individual faces appropriated from 1950s and

1960s advertisements and imagery appear for just a few seconds before disappearing

behind one another. The video is an extension of and reaction to the Pop art move-

ment, meant to captivate the viewer with its repetitive frames and lack of direct

meaning.

Barry Anderson 
(American, 1969–)
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Vertical Blinds (2)
2007

Single channel HD DVD
Dimensions variable



Karel Appel was a painter and sculptor born in Amsterdam, Netherlands. He began

painting as a teenager and studied at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Amsterdam

from 1940–1943. In 1948, influenced by Joan Miró and Paul Klee, he became one of

the founders of the avant-garde movement COBRA (or CoBrA), representing artists

from Copenhagen, Brussels, and Amsterdam promoting primitive art forms and

freedom of expression. In addition to sculptures and paintings, Appel created murals

in cities including Amsterdam, Venice, and Hiroshima. He is known for his use of

bold form, intense colors, and unschooled gestures. During his lifetime Appel also

collaborated with poets on visual poetry books and designed stage sets for several

operas.

The lithograph She is Back Again exemplifies Appel’s expressive gesture and use of

vivid primary colors. The abstracted face overlooking a landscape invokes a sense of

surrealism and lends a naive, dreamy quality to this image.

Karel Appel 
(Dutch, 1921–2006)
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She is Back Again
1974

Lithograph
25 x 31 inches



Romare Bearden was born in Charlotte, North Carolina and grew up in Harlem, New

York. After studying at Lincoln University, Boston University, and New York Uni-

versity, he returned to Harlem to embark on a lifelong study of art. He attended the

Art Students League in New York and the Sorbonne in Paris. He worked in water-

color, oil, collage, photomontage, and print. Best known for vibrant collages depicting

African American life, his works are imbued with visual metaphors based on his life

experiences. Bearden’s work has been shown in retrospective exhibitions organized

by the Studio Museum in Harlem (1991) and the National Gallery of Art, Washington,

D.C. (2003). Bearden was also a writer, philosopher, set designer, and lectured

frequently on artistic and social issues of the day during his prolific career. In 1987

he received the National Medal of Arts, presented by Ronald Reagan.

The Lantern and In the Garden exemplify Bearden’s representations of everyday

experiences of African Americans through his use of richly textured, colorful com-

positions, prevalent throughout his work. 

Romare Bearden
(American, 1911–1988)
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The Lantern
1979

Lithograph on paper
28 1/2 x 20 inches

In the Garden
1979

Lithograph
28 x 21 inches



German artists Bernd and Hilla Becher met in Dusseldorf, Germany in 1959 and

married in 1961. For nearly 50 years they photographed industrial architectural sites

across Western Europe, traveling to mines and steel mills to document major

structures such as water towers, coal bunkers, and gas tanks. The Bechers’ “typolo-

gies”—exploring similar structures displayed as grids of black and white

photographs—formed an in-depth study of the relationship between form and

function. Their work shaped future generations of artists, most notably their students

Andreas Gursky, Candida Höfer, Thomas Ruff, and Thomas Struth.

Coal Tipple, Goodspring, Schuylkill County, PA is an architectural study of the coal

tipple, a structure used to load coal into railroad cars. The photographs capture the

structures’ collective deterioration and progressive obsolescence once the conveyor

belt was introduced in the loading process.

Bernd and Hilla Becher
(German, 1931–2007 and 1934–)
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Coal Tipple, Goodspring, 
Schuylkill County, PA

1975
Silver gelatin print
111/4 x 14 5/8 inches



Gretchen Bender was born in Seaford, Delaware and received her B.F.A. from the

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill before moving to New York City in 1978.

Working alongside conceptual artists Cindy Sherman, Robert Longo, and Richard

Prince, Bender’s work spans a variety of media, utilizing sound, photography, and

film to explore and comment on the impact of mass media on popular culture. Her

works often feature scaffolds of television monitors, appropriated television footage,

and aggressive sound to create a hypnotic and immersive viewing experience. Bender

was also a music video producer, director, editor, and set designer, working with

bands such as Megadeth and New Order, and she designed a famous credit sequence

for the television show “America’s Most Wanted.” Her work has been exhibited at the

Artists Space, New York (1982), the Contemporary Art Museum, Houston (1988), The

Kitchen, New York (2013), and the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles (2014).

Untitled (Virtual Memory) explores the dilemma of image saturation encountered

during the Television Age. The moving images orchestrated across several video

monitors invite the viewer to confront and react to the high volume of information

being transmitted simultaneously through the screens.

Gretchen Bender 
(American, 1951–2004)
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Untitled (Virtual Memory)
1987

Video laser disc players housed in steel
98 x 72 1/2 x 72 1/4 inches



Thomas Hart Benton was considered an American Regionalist painter, known for

his realistic images based on iconic American subject matter. Benton was born in

Missouri and studied at the Art Institute of Chicago and in Paris before taking up

residence in New York. His drawings and paintings depict the activities and dilemmas

of the Midwestern working-class man during the Great Depression and the years

following. Benton was renowned for his murals, including nine panels titled America

Today, completed for the New School for Social Research in New York (1930); The

Cultural and Industrial Progress of Indiana, shown at the World’s Fair in Chicago

(1933); and A Social History of the State of Missouri, for the Missouri State Capital

building (1936).

Loading Corn captures the spirit of life in the Midwestern United States and exem-

plifies Benton’s commitment to realistic portrayals of workers performing daily tasks.

Thomas Hart Benton 
(American, 1889–1975)
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Loading Corn
1945 

Lithograph on paper
13 1/3 x 10 1/4 inches



Ruth Bernhard was born in Berlin, Germany and studied for two years at the Berlin

Academy of Art before moving to New York City in 1927 to pursue a career as a

photographer. She began photographing female nudes in 1934 and continued to

produce nude portraiture throughout her career. In 1953, after meeting revolutionary

photographer Edward Weston, Bernhard moved to San Francisco to work alongside

Weston, Imogen Cunningham, Minor White, and Ansel Adams, all of whom were

involved with the movement to promote photography as a fine art. Bernhard is best

known for her still-life photographs and her explorations of the nude figure. Her

work can be found in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and

the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Bear Claw Clam is a studio-based, still life photograph. Bernhard creates a relation-

ship between the clam and the photograph’s light source to enhance the contrast

between light and dark, encouraging the viewer to recognize the intrinsic beauty in

the form of the object.

Ruth Bernhard 
(American, 1905–2006)
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Bear Claw Clam
1943

Silver gelatin print
9 x 7 1/4 inches



Liu Bolin was born in the Chinese province of Shandong, and earned an M.F.A. from

the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing in 2001. A multimedia artist, Liu is best

known for his performative work documented in the Hiding in the City series,

initiated in reaction to police actions that impacted the artist personally. In 2005, the

artist village of Suo Jia Cun, a community of over 100 artists working there at the

time, including Liu, was destroyed by local police. With the help of assistants, Liu

painted his clothes, face, and hair to blend into the background of a demolished

studio. By disappearing into his art in this manner, Liu comments on sociopolitical

conditions of China’s post-cultural revolution. He documents his performances with

photographs, earning a reputation as a “human chameleon” and “the invisible man.” 

In Hiding in New York No. 5 – Tiles for America, Liu’s silhouette may be seen amidst

the Tiles for America memorial site, where ceramic tiles display notes and artwork

created in memory of individuals killed in the 2001 terrorist attack on the World

Trade Center, New York City.

Liu Bolin 
(Chinese, 1973–)
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Hiding in New York No. 5 – 
Tiles for America

2011
Chromogenic print
37 3/8 x 47 1/4 inches



Jim Campbell was born in Chicago, Illinois and lives in San Francisco, California.

He received a B.S. in Electrical Engineering and a B.S. in Mathematics from the Mass-

achusetts Institute of Technology in 1978 and began producing interactive video

installations in the mid-1980s. His custom electronic sculptures and installations put

him on the leading edge of the use of computer technology as an art form. Campbell’s

work utilizes flat grids of LED lights to explore the line between representation and

abstraction. Campbell’s commissioned works include an outdoor installation for

Madison Square Park in New York City (2010) and an installation for the lobby of

the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (2011).

In Statue of Liberty, Campbell has affixed a still image of the historic landmark on a

sheet of Plexiglas. Behind the photo, an LED animation depicts pedestrians walking

past the site, creating a sense of movement as the figures darken the scene for brief

moments before passing from view. 

Jim Campbell
(American, 1956–) 
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Statue of  Liberty
2010

Custom electronics, 
1728 LEDs, treated Plexiglas

33 x 44 x 2 inches



Elizabeth Catlett, a granddaughter of freed slaves, was born in Washington, D.C.

After being denied entrance into the Carnegie Institute of Technology because she

was African American, Catlett graduated from Howard University before succeeding

as the first ever student to receive an M.F.A. in sculpture from the University of Iowa

in 1940. During her graduate studies under the instruction of artist Grant Wood, she

began to focus on African American women and their everyday struggles. Catlett

traveled to Mexico in 1946 to study mural painting and printmaking, where she

eventually became the first female professor of sculpture and head of the sculpture

department at the National University in Mexico. Catlett worked in limestone, wood,

ceramic, and bronze and received numerous awards, including the Lifetime Achieve-

ment in Contemporary Sculpture Award from the International Sculpture Center in

2003.

The lithograph Keisha M was created in 2008 for the NAACP centennial celebration

in tribute to young black women’s strength and determination signified by the subtle

cross that divides the subject’s face in this portrait. 

Elizabeth Catlett 
(American and Mexican, 1915–2012)
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Keisha M.
2008

Lithograph
33 1/2 x 27 1/4 inches



Vija Celmins is a multimedia artist born in Riga, Latvia. In 1948 she emigrated to the

United States with her family, eventually settling in Indianapolis, Indiana. She

received a B.F.A. from the John Herron Institute in Indianapolis and an M.F.A. in

painting from the University of California, Los Angeles. Celmins is known for her

photorealistic paintings and drawings of natural scenes. Retrospective exhibitions of

Celmins’ work have been shown at the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York

(1993) and the Centre Pompidou, Paris (2006). Celmins lives and works in New York

City and Sag Harbor, New York. 

Celmins’ works are often based on photographs of night skies, seascapes and deserts.

Ocean Surface-Second State is one of her many meditative ocean drawings and

paintings.

Vija Celmins
(American, born Latvia, 1938–)
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Ocean Surface-Second State
1985

Drypoint on paper
23 3/4 x 18 3/4 inches



Christo Javacheff was born in Gabrova, Bulgaria. He moved to Paris in 1958 and met

Jeanne-Claude de Guillebon (1935–2009), initially his artistic partner and later, his

wife. The two began designing plans for monumental buildings to be wrapped in

fabric in 1961. Since 1968, many have been executed, including Wrapped Reichstag,

Berlin, (1971–95) and The Pont Neuf Wrapped, Paris (1975–85). Through their use of

fabric in these and other projects, Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s intention was to create

an immediate, temporary, and joyous experience for the viewer. Their most ambitious

project in the United States was The Gates in Central Park, New York, conceived in

1979 and installed in 2005. Jeanne-Claude died in 2009; Christo lives and works in

New York City. 

Christo’s solo work comprises many designs for found objects to be wrapped in fabric

or plastic. In Ericson Display Monitor Unit 3111, Wrapped, Project for Personal Com-

puter, Christo conceives his personal computer monitor wrapped in plastic and then

tied with twine. Similarly, Wrapped Telephone, Project for L.M. Ericsson Model, is a

plan for the 1892 model Ericsson-designed phone. 

Christo 
(American, born Bulgaria, 1935–)
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Wrapped Telephone, 
Project for L.M. Ericsson Model,

1985
Lithograph with collage of  fabric, 

twine, and photograph
27 3/4 x 213/4 inches

Ericsson Display Monitor Unit 3111, 
Wrapped, Project for Personal Computer

1985
Five color lithograph 

with collage on paper
27 3/4 x 22 3/4 inches



Willie Cole was born in Somerville, New Jersey. He received his B.F.A. from the

School of Visual Arts in New York in 1976. A conceptual artist, Cole is best known

for provocative and challenging use of everyday objects in installations to create a

dialogue on racial identity and relations. His transformation of mass-produced objects

into sculpture also explores and critiques consumer culture. Cole is an award winning

artist and was recognized with the 2006 David C. Driskell Prize, the first national

award to honor contributions to the field of African-American art. Cole’s work is in

the collections of the Museum of Modern Art in New York and the National Gallery

of Art in Washington, D.C. Cole lives and works in Mine Hill, New Jersey.

The six glass panels featured in this Untitled piece display six household irons, an

object featured repeatedly in Cole’s work. Typically viewed as mundane objects, the

artist employs them as a reference to African-American culture and heritage. 

Willie Cole
(American, 1955–)
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Untitled
1994

Six etched glass panels
Each panel 13 5/8 x 10 5/8 inches



Imogen Cunningham was born in Portland, Oregon and grew up in Seattle, Wash-

ington. She graduated from the University of Washington, where she majored in

chemistry. Early in her career, she worked as a phototechnician for Seattle photog-

rapher Edward S. Curtis. In 1917 she moved to San Francisco, where she befriended

and collaborated with Ansel Adams and Edward Weston to promote and define

photography as a fine art medium. Cunningham’s preferred subjects were nudes and

botanical images. She perfected the platinum printing technique, which provides an

exceptionally broad tonal range from white to black, ideal for portraying contrast in

pattern, texture, and line. Cunningham taught photography at the California School

of Fine Arts (now the San Francisco Art Institute) and continued to take pictures

until her death at the age of 93.

In Mills Ampitheater, taken at Mills College in Oakland, California, Cunningham

presents a nearly abstracted composition focusing on distinct shapes of light and dark

areas created by the curved seating.

Cunningham delighted in nature and spent ample time in her garden. She developed

a keen interest in photographing plants and botanical forms. Calla Lilies was likely a

photograph of lilies from Cunningham’s own garden.

Imogen Cunningham (Ameri-
can, 1883–1976)
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Mills Ampitheater
1920

Silver gelatin print
14 x 11 inches

Calla Lilies
C. 1929

Silver gelatin print 
18 3/4 x 15 inches



Stuart Davis was born in Philadelphia. Both of his parents were artists, and at the age

of sixteen, Davis moved to New York City to study art. Throughout the 1930s and

1940s, he worked as an illustrator and muralist while developing his colorful style of

painting. Davis frequented nightclubs and was greatly influenced by jazz music,

which he considered to be the musical counterpart to abstract painting. He taught at

the Art Students League and the New School for Social Research. His work has been

shown in retrospective exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art, New York (1945)

and the Philadelphia Museum of Art (2005).

Known for his lively abstract compositions, Davis is considered by many to be a fore-

father of Abstract Expressionism and the Pop art movement. In Untitled (Abstract),

bold line, movement, and color create an animated and celebratory work.

Stuart Davis 
(American, 1892–1964)
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Untitled (Abstract)
Lithograph

15 x 12 inches



Roy DeCarava was born in New York City, where he attended the Cooper Union

School of Art as one of the school’s few black students. After two years, he left Cooper

Union to study at the Harlem Community Art Center and became increasingly

interested in photographing African Americans. DeCarava’s intention was to portray

his subjects artistically, rather than using the documentary style popular at the time.

Like Ansel Adams, Minor White, and other photographers working in the 1940s,

DeCarava pursued photography as a fine art form and a means for creative ex-

pression. In 1952 DeCarava became the first black photographer to win a Guggenheim

Fellowship. His work was celebrated in a retrospective exhibition at the Museum of

Modern Art, New York (1996), and he was awarded the National Medal of Arts from

the National Endowment for the Arts (2006).

Mother and Child on Stoop captures an intimate moment between a mother and 

her baby. DeCarava depicts African American life in Harlem beyond biography, 

using shadow and contrast to present an intriguing and complex photographic

composition.

Roy DeCarava
(American, 1919–2009)
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Mother and Child on Stoop
1978

Silver gelatin print
10 x 13 inches



William Eggleston was born in Memphis, Tennessee and raised on a cotton plantation

in the Mississippi Delta. He began his photography career in the 1960s, quickly

abandoning black and white photos to experiment with color photography, primarily

used for advertising at the time. Eggleston’s use of color photography inspired a new

generation of photographers, notably the artist William Christenberry. Eggleston has

traveled the world to photograph commonplace people, places, and objects. Retro-

spective exhibitions of his photographs have been held at the Whitney Museum of

American Art (2008) and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (2010–11).

Eggleston lives and works in Memphis. 

Eggleston became renowned for his documentary-style photographs of people in the

Southern United States. Southern Environs of Memphis and Untitled from Southern

Suite present everyday scenes that resonate with the viewer and leave room for

wonder and imagination. Eggleston’s photographs offer a multifaceted complexity of

what appears to be the ordinary world. 

William Eggleston
(American, 1939–)
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Untitled from Southern Suite
1981

Dye transfer photograph
9 3/4 x 14 3/4 inches

Southern Environs of  Memphis
1970

Dye transfer photograph
11 x 17 inches



Walker Evans was born in St. Louis, Missouri. Intent on becoming a writer, he settled

in New York City where his creative focus gradually shifted to photography. He

worked prolifically photographing the American landscape, architecture, and people.

Evans is best known for his 1930s photographic documentation of the effects of the

Great Depression on citizens in small town America. After working for several years

for the Farm Security Administration, he collaborated with writer James Agee in 1936

on a study of three Alabama sharecropper families commissioned by Fortune mag-

azine. Evans’ photographs for this assignment were published in Agee’s book of

poems and essays, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (1941). In 1938 Evans’s work was

featured in American Photographs, the first solo photography exhibition ever pre-

sented by the Museum of Modern Art, New York. In 2013, MoMA presented a 75th

anniversary installation of American Photographs, featuring more than 50 of the

works included in the original 1938 exhibition. 

Evans is considered to be one of the first documentary photographers. Gas Station,

Reedsville, West Virginia captures an ordinary street scene, representing modern life

as experienced near the end of the Great Depression.

Walker Evans
(American, 1903–1975)
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Gas Station, 
Reedsville, West Virginia

1936
Contact print

8 3/4 x 7 1/4 inches



Christian Faur was born in New York City to immigrant parents from Hungary and

France. He received his B.S. from California State University, Northridge and his

M.F.A. from the Transart Institute, Donau University, Austria. Much of Faur’s work

is collage-based and explores the boundary between two-dimensional and three-

dimensional work. Utilizing his background in physics and mathematics, he de veloped

a digital mapping technique to deconstruct photographs to individual pixels; the

image is recreated using repetitive elements such as handmade crayons or shredded

paper. Faur’s colorful, elaborate reproductions are reminiscent of Pointillism, and

often require thousands of custom crayons. Faur’s work has been exhibited through-

out the United States. He lives and works in Granville, Ohio, where he teaches courses

in animation and new media at Denison University.

WPA Portrait #8 is part of Faur’s series The Land Surveyors, in which he used indi-

vidually fabricated colored crayons to reconstruct black and white photographs of

Works Progress Administration workers from the 1930s. The series uses over 150

colors in an attempt to restore “lost color” to the original photographs, which were

produced in black and white during the Great Depression due to the high cost of

color film.

Christian Faur
(American, 1968–)
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WPA Portrait #8
2010

Hand cast multi-color 
encaustic crayons

15 x 15 inches



Photographer Weng Fen was born in Hainan, China and graduated from the Guang-

zhou Academy of Fine Arts in 1985. Along with a number of other Chinese artists of

his generation, Weng is known for depictions of China during the throes of social,

economic, and political change. Through his art he explores the country’s concurrent

growth and fast-paced, increasing globalization. Weng is best known for his Sitting

on the Wall series of photographs documenting Chinese city skylines over the course

of a decade. Weng’s work has been featured internationally at the Pompidou Center

in Paris (2003) and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago (2005). 

Weng’s Sitting On the Wall series features schoolgirls with their backs to the camera,

overlooking urban skylines of Chinese cities such as Haikou, Shanghai, and Shen-

zhen. From this viewpoint Weng records the growth of these urban spaces during

the years of China’s significant economic and political growth. The inclusion of

schoolgirls represents a new generation’s observation of the country’s transformation.

Weng Fen
(Chinese, 1961–) 
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On the Wall: Haikou 5
2011

C-Print
31 1/2 x 38 inches



Helen Frankenthaler was born in New York City and demonstrated an interest in art

from early childhood. After attending Bennington College in Vermont, she immersed

herself in the art world, studying with Hans Hofmann in Massachusetts. In 1949 she

relocated to New York where she socialized with art critic Clement Greenberg and

artists Jackson Pollock, David Smith, and Elaine and Willem de Kooning. She married

artist Robert Motherwell (1915–1991) in 1958. Primarily a painter, Frankenthaler cre-

ated abstract works on an ambitious scale and helped develop and advance the Color

Field method of pouring pigment directly onto canvas to create large washes of color.

Frankenthaler taught at Harvard, Princeton, Yale, and New York universities, and

her work has been exhibited in retrospective exhibitions at the Whitney Museum of

American Art (1969) and the Museum of Modern Art, New York (1989).

Frankenthaler viewed her paintings as reflections of her personal experiences and med-

itations on life. What Red Lines Can Do exemplifies Frankenthaler’s use of abstract

yet simplified, deliberate gesture and color.

Helen Frankenthaler (Ameri-
can, 1928–2011)
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What Red Lines Can Do
1970

Silkscreen
29 1/2 x 23 1/2 inches



Born in Detroit, Sarah Frost is a multimedia, conceptual artist. She grew up in

Rochester, New York before returning to the Midwest, receiving a B.F.A. in painting

from Washington University, St. Louis and an M.F.A. in sculpture from Southern

Illinois University, Edwardsville. In many of her sculptures and installations, Frost

uses found, discarded objects such as computer keys, computer wiring, electrical

cords, and other elements of technology to comment on disposable culture. Her work

examines contemporary society’s reliance on technology and the related disposability

of hardware in constant and varying states of obsolescence. Frost’s work has been

shown at the Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. (2012) and the Contempo-

rary Art Museum, St. Louis, Missouri (2010). Frost lives and works in St. Louis.

From a distance, Sign Off appears to be a textured skyscape consisting of a black

background punctuated with light spots, reminiscent of a nighttime sky filled with

stars. Upon closer examination the media of cast-off computer keys is revealed to

the viewer, layering the artist’s commentary by physical means.

Sarah Frost
(American, 1967–)
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Sign Off
2011

Discarded computer keys
96 x 60 inches 



Born in Fontana, California, Kip Fulbeck’s heritage comprises Cantonese, English,

Irish, and Welsh ancestry. Fulbeck received an M.F.A. in Visual Arts from the Univer-

sity of California, San Diego, embarking on a career as a videographer, photographer,

and performance artist. He has directed a number of films, published several books,

and is a comedian and speaker focusing primarily on multiracial identity politics.

Fulbeck teaches art at the University of California in Santa Barbara.

The Hapa Project includes photographs of over 1,200 subjects who self-identified as

Hapa, a slang term referring to partial roots in Asian or Pacific Islander ancestry.

Accompanying each photograph is the subject’s handwritten response to the question

“What are you?”. The photographs are supplemented by the book, Part Asian, 100%

Hapa, published in 2006.

Kip Fulbeck 
(American, 1965–)
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Untitled from The Hapa Project
2006

Giclée print
20 x 16 inches 



Adolph Gottlieb was born in New York City. After living in Paris and traveling in

Europe, he returned to New York to pursue his career as an artist. Working with the

circle of Abstract Expressionists in New York at the time, Gottlieb’s work was also

greatly influenced by the Surrealist movement, and he is considered by many to be

one of the first Color Field painters. His many solo exhibitions include a retrospective

co-organized by the Whitney Museum of American Art and the Solomon R. Guggen-

heim Museum, New York (1968).

Green Foreground demonstrates Gottlieb’s commitment to mythic and sublime quali-

ties often found in Color Field painting. The composition’s bold yet simple shapes

and contrasting colors create a contemplative experience for the viewer. 

Adolph Gottlieb
(American, 1903-1974)
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Green Foreground
1972

Serigraph
27 1/8 x 36 inches



Jacob Hashimoto was born in Greeley, Colorado. He attended Carleton College in

Northfield, Minnesota and received an M.F.A. from the School of the Art Institute

of Chicago. A multimedia artist, Hashimoto is known for his large-scale installations

that have been described as “walk-in paintings.” Drawing on his Japanese heritage,

he uses materials such as rice paper and bamboo to create patterned, rhythmic works

incorporating abstract shapes and figurative images such as flowers, grasses, kites,

and parasols. Hashimoto explores the intersection between painting and sculpture,

inviting the viewer to enter a world of cloudscapes or sweeping mountains, where

layered construction of delicate forms encourages the viewer to interpret the work

through physical experience. Hashimoto’s work has been shown extensively through-

out the United States and in Europe, notably in his installation Gas Giant, consisting

of about 10,000 handmade bamboo and paper kites, at Fondazione Querini Stam-

palia, Venice (2013).

In Sub-Cortical Safe Vault, the artist refers to the sections of the human brain that

directly influence memory and emotions. Complex compositions of painted paper

and cut wood are meant to encourage an experience relative to memory and mood,

as suggested by the title. 

Jacob Hashimoto 
(American, 1973–) 
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Sub-Cortical Safe Vault
2008

Acrylic, paper/Dacron, wood
78 x 72 x 8 inches



Lewis Hine was born in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and moved to New York City in 1901

where he taught at the Ethical Culture School. He initiated series of photographs

documenting the poverty he witnessed in the city, the first of which portrayed the

immigrant population on Ellis Island. In 1908, he left teaching to work for the Nation-

al Child Labor Committee as an investigative photographer and traveled extensively

for the next eight years to document conditions of child labor. His photographs

depicting the appalling conditions under which children were employed helped in-

fluence a new protective series of child labor laws.

In 1930–31, Hine chronicled the construction of New York City’s Empire State

Building—then an enormously ambitious undertaking to create what would be the

tallest building in the world upon its completion in May 1931. The photographs were

published in his book, Men at Work: Photographic Studies of Modern Men and

Machines (1932).

Lewis Hine
(American, 1874–1940)
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Untitled (Construction of  
the Empire State Building)

1931
Silver gelatin print

19 1/4 x 15 1/4 inches



David Hockney was born in Yorkshire, England and studied at the Royal College of

Art in London. He has maintained residences in Los Angeles and in the United King-

dom since 1978. Primarily a two-dimensional artist, Hockney is known for his large-

format portraits, figure drawings, landscape paintings, and collages. He has also

worked as a set designer for plays, films, and television. Hockney’s work was cele-

brated in a touring retrospective exhibition organized by the Los Angeles County

Museum of Art, traveling to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, and the

Tate Gallery, London (1988).

What is this Picasso? is one of a set of etchings Hockney produced between 1976 and

1977 titled The Blue Guitar, etchings by David Hockney who was inspired by Wallace

Stevens who was inspired by Pablo Picasso in response to Wallace Stevens’ poem

entitled The Man with the Blue Guitar, which had been inspired by Picasso’s painting

The Old Guitarist of 1903.  

David Hockney
(British, 1937–) 
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What is this Picasso?
1977

Etching from The Blue Guitar portfolio
20 1/2 x 18 inches



Born in Nyack, New York, Edward Hopper was a prominent American Realist painter

and printmaker. After graduating from high school in 1899, he moved to New York

City and traveled to Paris several times where he was greatly influenced by European

painters, in particular Édouard Manet and Edgar Degas. Hopper mastered the art of

oil painting, and his works focus primarily on landscapes and scenes of modern

American life. His work has been featured in numerous solo exhibitions, including

the Museum of Modern Art, New York (1933), the Smithsonian American Art

Museum (1999), and the Whitney Museum of American Art (2013).

Night Shadows features a lone figure walking down a deserted city street at night.

Hopper creates a sense of drama and suspense in the starkly contrasting areas of dark

and light, reminiscent of the European Baroque and Renaissance periods.

Edward Hopper
(American, 1882–1967)
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Night Shadows
1921

Etching on paper
7 7/16 x 8 7/8 inches



Sangbin Im was born in Seoul, South Korea. He received his B.F.A. from the College

of Fine Arts at Seoul National University and his M.F.A. from the Yale University

School of Art. Im works primarily with composite photography, combining hundreds

of images embedded over painted surfaces to challenge the viewer’s perception of

fantasy and reality. His work has been included in exhibitions at the Royal Academy

of Arts in London (2010) and the Seoul Museum of Art (2005, 2008). Im lives and

works in New York City and Seoul, South Korea. 

Im’s People series was created over a period of two years, as he photographed crowds

of people at international tourist destinations and cultural hubs. The works comprise

images taken over a series of days, manipulated to present a painterly surface.

Through this process the viewer is invited to reflect on the authenticity of the image

presented in the final work.

Sangbin Im 
(Korean, 1976–)
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People 1
2008

Lambda print
65 x 84 inches

People 2
2008

Lambda print
52 1/2 x 84 inches



Luis Alfonso Jimenez, Jr. grew up in El Paso, Texas. His grandfather was a glassblower

in Mexico, and his father owned a neon sign shop in El Paso, where Jimenez learned

the industrial arts of welding and spray painting at an early age. He received his fine

arts degree from the University of Texas in Austin in 1964, and commenced his life-

long production of large-scale metal and fiberglass sculptures. His subject matter

comprised iconic images such as dancers, cowboys, and horses, celebrating Chicano

and Latino culture in Southwest Texas and beyond. 

Mustang, meant to represent speed, strength, independence, and the spirit of the

West, was one of Jimenez’s favorite subjects. He made numerous drawings and sculp-

tures of the rearing, wild horse during his career. In 2006, Jimenez died in his studio

in New Mexico while finishing a 32-foot Mustang sculpture, commissioned by the

city of Denver, Colorado for the Denver International Airport.

Luis Alfonso Jimenez, Jr.
(American, 1940–2006)
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Mustang
1992

Cast fiberglass
31 x 20 x 10 inches

Mustang
1994

Lithograph on paper
42 1/2 x 313/8 inches



Jasper Johns was born in Augusta, Georgia and raised in South Carolina. In 1948 he

moved to New York City, where he worked first as an Abstract Expressionist artist

but quickly developed his own style. His works from this period are richly layered,

evincing the process of painting while often presenting a multiplicity of meaning.

His gestural yet intentional style often focuses on simple subject matter such as a flag

or numbers, and often incorporates collage elements. Johns’ work has influenced

subsequent generations of artists, particularly those working in the Pop and Minima-

list art styles. His work has been widely exhibited around the world; solo exhibitions

have been presented by the Museum of Modern Art, New York (1996) and the

National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. (2007).

Target with Four Faces was originally created in 1955 as a painting and collage on

canvas. Four fragmented plaster faces, their eyes encased in the plywood box above,

are juxtaposed with the target’s bulls-eye upon which they sit. With the tactile, layered

surface he creates, Johns expands the singular association of the target as merely an

object meant for looking and aiming.

Jasper Johns
(American, 1930–)
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Target with Four Faces
1968

Serigraph and screenprint on paper
45 x 33 1/2 inches



Donald Judd was born in Excelsior Springs, Missouri. After studying at the Art

Students League in New York City and graduating from Columbia University, he

explored color, form, material, and space by creating stacked box structures made

out of metal, plywood, and Plexiglas. Judd’s work anticipated and bolstered an avant-

garde style for his time, eventually classified as Minimalist art. Starting in the early

1970s, he maintained studios in SoHo in New York City (101 Spring Street) and Marfa,

Texas, where he created many site-specific installations still on view today. Judd

taught at several universities and published a number of essays in which he defined

and promoted Minimalism.

Judd explored woodcuts as a medium during several years in the late 1950s and early

60s. This Untitled woodcut print presents straight lines and stacking imagery prev-

alent in many of his three-dimensional works, focusing on the nature of its material

and interaction with its surroundings.

Donald Judd
(American, 1928–1994)
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Untitled
1961–69

Woodcut
27 1/2 x 17 3/4 inches



Painter, sculptor, and printmaker Ellsworth Kelly was born in Newburgh, New York.

Kelly is internationally renowned for the angled and curved canvases he has created

for his paintings, and for large-scale public sculptures. Kelly has been commissioned

to create many public works, including a sculpture for the city of Barcelona and a

memorial for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.

Kelly’s work has been shown in numerous solo exhibitions including a touring career

retrospective organized by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York (1996).

Since 1970, he has lived and worked in Spencertown, New York.

For more than 60 years, Kelly has produced drawings of plant life; Calla Lily II is an

example of this continued exploration of the natural form. He refers to the plant

drawings as “a kind of bridge to a way of seeing” that has directly influenced his

abstract paintings.

Kelly presents a meditative experience in Blue with Black I through his use of minima-

list shapes, color fields, and the unconventional arrangement within an abstract

composition.

Ellsworth Kelly 
(American, 1923–)
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Blue with Black I
1972–74

Lithograph on Special Arjomari paper
42 1/2 x 37 5/16 inches



Barbara Kruger was born in Newark, New Jersey and moved to New York in 1964,

attending Syracuse University, the School of Visual Arts, and Parsons School of

Design. She spent much of her career working as a graphic designer and art director

for various magazines and publications. Kruger’s art draws from found images and

text and challenges the viewer to think critically about consumerism, gender rela-

tions, and other current cultural issues. Her work has been exhibited at the Institute

of Contemporary Arts in London (1983); the Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal

(1985); Palazzo delle Papesse Centro Arte Contemporanea in Siena (2002); Museum

of Contemporary Art San Diego (2005); and Moderna Museet in Stockholm (2008).

Kruger resides in New York and Los Angeles.

In Untitled (We decorate your Life/This is for someone special and you know who you

are), Kruger has used the lenticular printing process to interlace two images in one

work. Seen from one angle, the viewer is presented with a photograph of Kruger’s

collage, We decorate your life; from another angle the viewer reads the text This is for

someone special /You know who you are.

Barbara Kruger
(American, 1945–)
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Untitled (We decorate your Life/This is for 
someone special and you know who you are)

1985
Lenticular photograph

20 x 20 inches



Wifredo Lam was a painter and sculptor born in Sagua la Grande, Cuba, where he

resided with his family before moving to Havana at the age of fourteen. There he

attended the School of Fine Arts, and in 1923 he was awarded a grant to study art in

Europe. He lived in Spain and France for 18 years meeting many of the important

modern artists of the time including Picasso, Braque, and Léger. Lam eventually

divided his time between Havana, New York City, and Europe, working as a painter

and printmaker and producing work heavily influenced by the Cubist, Surrealist, and

Expressionist styles. Lam’s work often had political and spiritual undertones, and has

been widely exhibited in the United States and Europe; Lam received the Guggen-

heim International Award in 1964.

One of Lam’s primary interests was expressing the spiritual beliefs of Cubans, rooted

in African culture, through his paintings and drawings. This Untitled etching portrays

deconstructed metamorphic forms, generating a spiritual, dream-like quality in the

work. 

Wifredo Lam 
(Cuban, 1902–1982)
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Untitled
Etching

11 x 8 inches



Clarence John Laughlin was born in Lake Charles, Louisiana and moved with his

parents to New Orleans at an early age. Self-taught, he began his career as a freelance

photographer, producing mostly architectural photos for businesses including Vogue

magazine and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Laughlin spent most of his life

photographing New Orleans and Southern Louisiana, often producing Surrealist style

images of antebellum homes. His method incorporates symbolism, collage, multiple

exposures, combination printing, and hand-coloring. He often constructed elaborate

stages and employed models, costumes, and props to depict complex stories through

his photographs. His best-known book, Ghosts Along the Mississippi, was published

in 1948. Laughlin’s photographs are included in museum collections around the world

and his archives are owned by Louisiana State University.

Laughlin considered the lines of the spiral staircase to be graceful and pure and

produced a series of photographs throughout his career, including this Untitled work.

Most of the staircases in this series were from Southern Louisiana plantation homes. 

Clarence John Laughlin
(American, 1905–1985)
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Untitled
1951

Silver gelatin print
13 3/4 x 10 5/8 inches



Born in La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland, Charles-Edouard Jeanneret was an artist,

writer, sculptor, designer, and architect. After studying art and spending time in Ber-

lin and Paris, he became a French citizen in 1930. He adopted the pseudonym Le

Corbusier c. 1920 for his architectural work, and for his paintings c. 1930. Le Corbusier

was a pioneer in studies of modern architecture and is known for his clean, some-

times austere designs for both furniture and houses, often designed to be realized as

white (defined in art as “the absence of color”) objects. He is considered one of the

most influential architects and designers of the 20th century. 

In contrast to Le Corbusier’s stark architectural designs, his painting compositions

were typically abstract, colorful, and full of gesture. The fragmented figure in Portrait

reveals qualities of Cubism and Surrealism often present in Le Corbusier’s two-

dimensional works.

Le Corbusier (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret)
(French, born Switzerland, 1887–1965)
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Portrait
1960

Lithograph
27 3/4 x 23 1/2 inches



Fernand Léger was born in Argentan, France. He moved to Paris in 1900, working as

an artist and architectural draftsman. Greatly influenced by the Cubist art movement

and the industrial age, Léger is best known for his “mechanical” paintings and

drawings focusing on movement. He produced the experimental Dadaist film Ballet

Mecanique in 1924 and created set and costume designs, murals, and book illus-

trations. Léger’s work was shown in a traveling retrospective exhibition organized by

the Art Institute of Chicago (1953) and in a solo exhibition at the Museum of Modern

Art, New York (1998).

La Piscine (Swimming Pool) is part of Léger’s La Ville (The City) series, depicting

people in their modern environments. Here, swimmers’ slightly abstracted and over-

lapping human forms set against blocks of color create a sense of motion and action.

Fernand Léger
(French, 1881–1955)
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La Piscine (The Swimming Pool)
ca. 1959

Lithograph
18 1/2 x 24 1/2 inches



Roy Lichtenstein was born in New York City. He attended Ohio State University

where he received an M.F.A. in 1949. After living in Cleveland for several years, he

returned to New York, becoming one of the most prolific artists working in the Pop

art style in the mid-20th century. Lichtenstein’s paintings and sculptures often refer-

enced cartoon strips or comic books. Many of his works employ the Benday dot

system used in mass media printing, enlarged to an oversized scale. Lichtenstein’s

work has been widely exhibited in solo exhibitions including the San Francisco

Museum of Modern Art (2005) and a traveling retrospective co-organized by the Art

Institute of Chicago, the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., and the Tate

Modern, London (2013).

I Love Liberty reflects Lichtenstein’s use of strong graphics in his art as well as his interest

in portraying recognizable icons. The contrasting stripes and bold use of yellow, red,

and black create an unusual and arresting representation of an American icon.

Roy Lichtenstein
(American, 1923–1997)
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I Love Liberty
1982

Serigraph and screenprint on paper
28 1/4 x 27 1/8 inches



Evelyn Beatrice Longman was born in southern Ohio. She studied at Olivet College

in Michigan for a year before attending the Art Institute of Chicago where she studied

under American sculptor Lorado Taft, a major contributor to the adornment of the

buildings erected in Chicago at the time. She moved to New York City in the early

1900s, and was soon earning commissions to produce sculptures including portrait

reliefs, busts, and decorative bronze doors for the United States Naval Academy,

Annapolis and Wellesley College. Over time Longman developed the expressive,

allegorical style seen in many of her large public monuments; she sculpted the hands

of President Abraham Lincoln for the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C.

The Spirit of Communication, known to many as “Golden Boy,” was commissioned

by Western Electric in 1914 to stand on top of the AT&T corporate headquarters

building in New York City. Golden Boy’s accoutrements symbolized the elements of

modern communication, electricity (lightning bolts) and its conductor (electric

cable) working together. A reproduction of the image appeared on telephone direc-

tories throughout much of the 20th century. In 2009, the sculpture was moved to

AT&T’s new headquarters in Dallas, Texas.

Evelyn Beatrice Longman 
(American, 1874–1954)
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The Spirit of  Communication 
(Genius of  Electricity or Golden Boy)

1916 
Gilded bronze

24 x 12 feet



Robert Longo, born in Brooklyn, New York, grew up on Long Island. After studying

in Denton, Texas and Florence, Italy, he received a B.F.A. from Buffalo State College,

helping to found that city’s premier experimental art space Hallwalls, before moving

to New York City to immerse himself in the underground art scene. Longo is a multi-

media artist and filmmaker best known for his large-scale, often life-like drawings

and installations including the Men in the Cities series. His work was included in the

Whitney Biennial in 1983 and again in 2004. Longo lives and works in New York City. 

Eric, from “Men in the Cities” is trapped in a pose that seems almost celebratory, yet

full of tension and awkwardness. The original drawings for this series were created

in charcoal and graphite and are larger than life-size.

Robert Longo
(American, 1953–)
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Eric, from “Men in the Cities”
1984

Color lithograph on paper
67 3/4 x 39 inches



Robert Mapplethorpe was born in Floral Park, New York. In 1970 he received his

B.F.A. from the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn where he studied painting and sculpture.

He began taking Polaroid pictures to be included in his mixed media assemblages.

During this time Mapplethorpe worked as a photographer for Andy Warhol’s Inter-

view magazine, for which he photographed many artists and celebrities. Mapplethorpe

is best known for his still life photographs of flowers and the male form. His many

photographs of male nudes are classical in style and composition but provoc-ative

in subject matter. Mapplethorpe’s photographs were included in Documenta 6 (1977)

in Kassel, Germany, and a retrospective exhibition of his work was organized by the

Whitney Museum of American Art (1988).

In his still life photographs of flowers, such as Orchid and Poppy, Mapplethorpe

captures the blossoms’ complexity, muscularity, and vitality. His compositions en-

hance the sculptural elements of seemingly simple subject matter and reflect his

mastery of still life photography.

Robert Mapplethorpe (Ameri-
can, 1946–1989)
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Orchid
1988

Toned gravure
36 x 25 inches

Poppy
1988

Toned gravure
36 x 25 inches



Matthew McCaslin was born in Bayshore, New York, and received his B.F.A. from

the Parsons School of Design, New York in 1980. McCaslin is a conceptual and multi-

media artist; his installations often include electronic items such as television monitors,

cables, fans, and plugs. He is interested in the relationship between nature and tech-

nology. McCaslin’s work is included in the collections of the Dallas Museum of Art

and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. He lives and works in Brooklyn, New

York.

McCaslin explores the paradox between the contemporary wired existence (the DVD

player, monitor, and wires) and the world outside. The monitors included in his in-

stallations often play videos of natural scenes such as the one in Scenic View featuring

rainfall on water. 

Matthew McCaslin
(American, 1957–)
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Scenic View
2008

DVD player, DVD, electrical hardware, wiring
82 x 24 x 5 inches



Ana Mendieta spent her childhood in Cuba before arriving in the United States at

the age of 12. Trips to Mexico and Cuba throughout the 1970s and early 1980s greatly

influenced her work, which primarily focuses on issues related to the female body,

often incorporating pre-Colombian iconography and ancient fertility figures. Men-

dieta worked as a painter, sculptor, performance artist, and filmmaker until her death

in 1985. Retrospective exhibitions of her work have been presented by the New

Museum of Contemporary Art, New York (1987) and the Art Institute of Chicago (2011).

Paintings in Mendieta’s Amategram series were produced by the artist on Amate

paper, a further exploration of politicized materials and South American culture.

Amate tree bark paper, native to Mexico, is noteworthy to Latin American culture;

throughout the Aztec empire, it was widely used for communication, records, and

rituals, but its production was banned after the Spanish conquest. Shamans and tribal

leaders continued to produce and use the paper, which they believed to have magical

qualities.

Ana Mendieta 
(Cuban American, 1948–1985)
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Untitled (Amategram)
1981

Acrylic on Amate paper
16 x 111/2 inches



Sculptor Jesus Bautista Moroles was born in Corpus Christi, Texas and received a

B.F.A. from North Texas State University in 1978. Since the 1980s, Moroles has lived

in Rockport, Texas, where he has a 22,000 square foot studio and granite factory. He

works almost exclusively in granite mined near his home. Moroles has been com-

missioned to build many large-scale, outdoor sculptures for parks and public spaces.

His work is held in the collections of the Dallas Museum of Art, the Museum of Fine

Arts in Houston, the Modern Art Museum, Fort Worth, and the National Museum

of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

In Las Mesas Vase, carved morning rose granite in a vertical column references the

Aztec form juxtaposed by horizontal shelves. These “shelves” are a repeating motif

in the artist’s work, alluding to the mesas, (flat-topped hills) found throughout the

Western and Southwestern United States.

Lapstrake is a study for a 64 ton, 22 foot tall sculpture of the same name, completed

in 1987 for the E.F. Hutton, CBS Plaza in New York City, located across the street from

the Museum of Modern Art.

Jesus Bautista Moroles
(American, 1950–)
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Lapstrake
1992

Cast paper
35 1/4 x 22 3/4 inches

Las Mesas Vase
1993

Morning rose granite
30 3/8 x 15 1/2 x 3 inches



Robert Motherwell was an artist and writer born in Aberdeen, Washington. He grew

up in California and received a B.A. from Stanford University before relocating to

New York City in 1940 to focus on painting. With artists Jackson Pollock, Willem de

Kooning, and Mark Rothko, Motherwell played a significant role in the articulation

of the American Abstract Expressionist movement through his painting and writing.

The concept of automatism, using one’s subconscious to create abstract work, was

central to Motherwell’s process of painting. He published many essays and articles

articulating the theories of nonrepresentational art and the intent of Abstract Expres-

sionism. His work has been shown in solo exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art,

New York (1965), the Royal Academy of Art, London, England (1978), and the Denver

Art Museum (2011).

Throughout his career Motherwell engaged with flat, layered collage elements such

as the torn paper cutouts seen in this Untitled piece. Robert Motherwell: Early Collages

was organized by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York in 2013, honoring

Peggy Guggenheim’s early patronage of the artist.

Robert Motherwell 
(American, 1915–1991)
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Untitled (CR 16/B 5)
1964

Silkscreen with collage
24 x 20 inches



Eadward Muybridge was born Edward James Muggeridge in Kingston-upon-

Thames, England. He immigrated to the United States in the early 1850s. Following

early success as a landscape photographer documenting Yosemite Valley, Muybridge

designed various camera shutters to experiment with shortened exposure timing,

and created the “zoopraxiscope,” a device in which 24 photos were mounted on a

wheel and spun to create the illusion of motion. Muybridge’s work has been described

as the inspiration behind the creation of the motion picture.

In 1872 Muybridge was commissioned to photograph a horse trotting to determine

whether all four hooves left the ground at once. This exploration of movement

documentation occupied Muybridge over the next 15 years. During 1884 and 1885

Muybridge used a newly developed electrical release timer mechanism to produce

over 100,000 sequence photographs; approximately 20,000 were reproduced as

collotype prints with 12 to 36 images on a plate. Bird in Flight is part of this series.

In 1887 the University of Pennsylvania published Animal Locomotion consisting of 11

volumes, 781 plates, and 19,347 individual photographs by Muybridge.

Eadweard Muybridge
(American, born Great Britain, 1830–1904)
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Animal Locomotion Plate 624
1880

Photo collotype print
7 1/2 x 18 1/4 inches

Birds in Flight # 759
1887

Collotype print
16 x 20 inches



Born in Fort Wayne, Indiana, Bruce Nauman works in a variety of media including

photography, sculpture, and performance. He received his B.F.A. from the University

of Wisconsin, Madison, and his M.F.A. from the University of California in Davis.

Very much a conceptual artist, much of Nauman’s art encourages the viewer to

confront nontraditional meanings of objects and text. His work has been included

in the Whitney Biennial five times (1977, 1985, 1987, 1991, and 1997) and is in the

collections of the Museum of Modern Art, New York and the Solomon R. Guggen-

heim Museum, New York. Nauman lives and works in New Mexico.

Part of the Fingers and Holes series, 4 Fingers and 1 Hole depicts two people’s index

and middle fingers coming together to make a hole. This simple connection is left

open to interpretation in pursuit of thought provoking engagement with the audience.

Bruce Nauman 
(American, 1941–)
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4 Fingers and 1 Hole
1994

Etching
22 x 24 inches



Louise Nevelson was born in Pereyaslav, Russia (present-day Kiev, Ukraine). Her

family moved to the United States and settled in Rockland, Maine in 1905. As a young

adult, she settled in New York City where she studied painting with Hans Hofmann

at the Art Students League and worked as an assistant to Diego Rivera. Over her long

and successful career, Nevelson created numerous outdoor sculptures; wooden as-

semblages using found objects painted monochromatically; and abstract etchings

and prints drawing on her complex perception of line and composition. Nevelson

was invited by New York’s Department of Cultural Affairs to create a series of seven

sculptures (Shadows and Flags) for an urban park, Louise Nevelson Plaza, which

opened in 1978 in lower Manhattan. 

Celebration #6 repeats the overlapping shapes found in Nevelson’s two- and three-

dimensional work and exemplifies her exploration of the push and pull of both shapes

and color within a composition. In 1976, Nevelson was commissioned to create her

Celebration sculpture for the Donald M. Kendall Sculpture Gardens at the PepsiCo

headquarters in Purchase, New York.

Louise Nevelson
(American, born Russia, 1899–1988)
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Celebration #6
1979

Aquatint and etching
38 1/2 x 26 3/4 inches



Claes Oldenburg was born in Stockholm, Sweden, and moved with his family to the

United States in 1936. Oldenburg attended Yale University and the School of the Art

Institute of Chicago. After moving to New York City, he created interdisciplinary art

“happenings” such as The Store and The Street—part painting, part sculpture, part per-

formance. Oldenburg was identified as a Pop artist as he began creating large outdoor

sculptures of mundane objects. Between 1976 and 2009, most of his works were

produced in collaboration with his wife and partner, the artist Coosje van Bruggen

(1942–2009).

Oldenburg’s Apple Core drawings were created as sketches for large-scale 1990 Apple

Core sculptures, versions of which are installed outside the Israel Museum in Jerusa-

lem and at Kentuck Knob, the Frank Lloyd Wright home in Chalk Hill, Pennsylvania.

Claes Oldenburg
(American, born Sweden, 1929–)
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Apple Core-Autumn
1990

Lithograph
41 x 311/4 inches



Nam June Paik, visionary thinker and multi-media artist, was born in Seoul, South

Korea and trained as a classical pianist. Paik lived in Hong Kong, Japan, and Germany

before settling in New York City in 1964. Paik’s enormous volume of work includes

video projects, installations, musical compositions, films, and performances reflecting

his interest in philosophy, advancing technology, global communications, and

science. Some critics have named Paik the founder of video art, and his writings have

become increasingly influential on the younger generation of media artists. Retro-

spectives of his work have been exhibited at the Whitney Museum of American Art

(1982), the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum of Art, New York (2000), and the

Smithsonian American Art Museum (2013). 

Nam June Paik at 1800 RPMs (revolutions per minute) is a set of seven silkscreened

laser discs reflecting Paik’s interest in expanding global culture, specifically ad-

vancements in the production of music, its technology, and its existence in time.

Nam June Paik 
(Korean, 1932–2006)
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Nam June Paik at 1800 RPMs
1992

Mixed media, 7 laser discs,
12 inches in diameter, lights

Dimensions variable



Beverly Pepper was born in New York City and studied at the Pratt Institute,

Brooklyn; Brooklyn College; and the Art Students League. In 1949 she studied with

Fernand Léger in his Parisian studio. In the 1960s, Pepper began creating sculpture,

eventually building monumental works out of cast iron, bronze, stainless steel, and

stone. She is particularly interested in a sculpture’s relationship with the earth and

the interaction between a sculpture and the surrounding space. Typically large in

scale, Pepper’s works present a subtle harmony between the heaviness of materials

and the empty voids within their form. Pepper’s work was exhibited in a solo exhi-

bition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (1991), and she has been

commissioned to create numerous sculptures in venues around the world. Since 1951

Pepper has divided her time between studios in New York City and Todi, Italy.

In 1967 and 1968 Pepper created a series of drawings and sculptures based on the

constellation Virgo. She uses the relationships present in the constellation’s stars to

explore geometric shape and biomorphic form, offering three-dimensionality to the

constellation. 

Beverly Pepper 
(American, 1922–)
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Virgo
1968

Lithograph
22 1/2 x 31 inches



Robert Rauschenberg was born in Port Arthur, Texas. He lived in New York City

from 1953 until 1970, before taking up permanent residence at his artist compound

in Captiva Island, Florida. Rauschenberg worked in many media, utilizing painting,

sculpture, and silkscreen to document found images, layering and collaging images

to create two- and three-dimensional and performative works with multi-faceted

interpretations. Rauschenberg called his hybrid creations “combines.” His use of

absurd objects in his work caused some critics to dub his art Neo-Dada. While the

Neo-Dada movement was short-lived, it set the groundwork for the development of

Pop art.

In Rauschenberg’s image Arcanum (Race Car), the overlapping print and collage 

elements—the race car, landscape, figures, and patterns—invite the viewer to ex-

perience and interpret these layers visually and conceptually.

Robert Rauschenberg
(American, 1925–2008)
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Arcanum (Race Car)
1981

Lithograph
23 x 15 1/4 inches



Born Emmanuel Radnitsky in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Man Ray grew up in New

Jersey and moved to New York City to work as a commercial artist while developing

his own practice in painting, mixed media, photography, and film. Ray and fellow

artist Marcel Duchamp attempted to form an American branch of the Dada move-

ment, which had begun in Europe as a rejection of traditional art forms. In 1921, they

moved to Paris, where Ray explored various methods of photography, blurring the

lines between Minimalism, Surrealism, and Dadaism. In the 1920s he developed an

innovative way of photographing an object by placing it directly onto a sheet of

photosensitized paper and exposing it to light. He named the resulting works

“rayographs.” Ray’s work was exhibited in a retrospective exhibition organized by the

Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris ( 1998).

Surrealist in content and style, Le Beau Temps is a compilation of disturbing dreams

Man Ray experienced on the onset of World War II as he prepared to leave Europe

for America. The print, whose title Man Ray understood to mean “the good times”,

ironically sets colorful geometric figures against a strange and uneasy background

to reflect Man Ray’s anxious mood at this bleak moment in world history.

Man Ray
(American, 1980–1976)
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Man Ray
Le Beau Temps

1939
Color lithograph on paper

34 x 28 3/8 inches



Willy Rojas was born in Bogota, Colombia. After studying journalism in Bogota, he

moved to Barcelona, Spain in 1991 where he studied film at the Center for Cinemato-

graphic Studies of Catalonia and photography at the Catalan Institute of Photographic

Studies. Rojas is a photographer and filmmaker best known for his staged photos of

miniature people performing various activities on fruits, vegetables, and other foods

or everyday objects. Colorful images such as tiny individuals swimming in a cup of

milk or scuba diving in egg yolk evoke whimsy and a sense of humor. Rojas resides

in Barcelona where he works as a commercial and fine art photographer.

In Cheese, a miniature figure skis down the slope of a wedge of cheese. Football depicts

tiny men playing football on a wedge of papaya, using a papaya seed for a ball. The

miniatures’ performance of familiar everyday activities on the surfaces of edible items

creates a playful language and dialogue.

Willy Rojas
(Colombian, 1969–)
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Cheese
2009

C-Print
15 3/4 x 23 1/2 inches

Football
2009

C-Print
15 3/4 x 23 1/2 inches



James Rosenquist grew up in Grand Forks, North Dakota. After attending the Univer-

sity of Minnesota, he moved to New York where he studied at the Art Students League

and availed himself of the burgeoning artistic scene, spending time with the artists

and writers populating the city. Rosenquist was influenced stylistically and technically

by the billboards he produced above Times Square and around New York during the

1950s. In the 1960s, his studio work was included in numerous ground-breaking

exhibitions featuring future key figures in the Pop art movement. Rosenquist is best

known for his large-scale paintings dissecting consumer society and modern culture.

His work has been exhibited in solo exhibitions around the world, including an early

retrospective organized by the Whitney Museum of American Art (1972) and a major

retrospective at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum (2003). 

F-111 depicts the fighter and bomber plane, at the time of its introduction in 1964,

the world’s most advanced weapon and the subject of much controversy. In the panels

of F-111, images of American prosperity are juxtaposed with darker subject matter

such as a mushroom cloud, repeating the artists’ practice of utilizing everyday imag-

ery to explore the socio-political implications of consumer culture.

James Rosenquist
(American, 1933–)
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F-111
1974 

Lithograph in four panels
36 x 300 inches



Multimedia artist and educator Daniel Rozin was born in Jerusalem, where he re-

ceived a B.D. from the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design. He received his M.P.S.

from New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. Rozin is best known for creating

interactive digital installations and sculptures in which technology is used to manip-

ulate the viewer’s image onto surfaces such as wood, metal and found objects,

becoming “mechanical mirrors.” Exhibited widely in the United States, Europe, Asia,

and Israel, Rozin’s works present a live visual representation of the viewer, the audi-

ence integral to each work. He lives and works in New York City, where he teaches at

Tisch School of the Arts, NYU.

As viewers stand in front of Mirror #10, a digital “sketch” of their presence is reflected.

Movement appears on the screen in a gestural, painterly way as the audience engages

with the piece.

Daniel Rozin 
(Israeli-American, 1961–)
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Mirror #10
2009

Video camera, custom software, computer
24 x 48 inches



Thomas Ruff was born in Zell am Harmersbach, Germany. Ruff attended the State

Academy of Art in Düsseldorf from 1977 to 1985 and currently lives and works in

Düsseldorf. He is a prolific photographer known for his digital manipulations of

architecture and domestic interior imagery. Recognized as a master of conceptual

photography, Ruff ’s work is held in collections around the world, and was featured

in a retrospective exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago (2011). 

The Substrat series consists of images mined from the internet of Japanese manga/

comics and anime cartoon characters. Ruff abstracts the source material, obscuring

the original image to produce an interpretative manipulation of the graphic imagery

and spectrum.

Thomas Ruff 
(German, 1958–)
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Substrat 30 II
2012

C-print, diasec face
47 1/16 x 102 1/8 inches



Edward Ruscha was born in Omaha, Nebraska and grew up in Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma. In 1956 he moved to Los Angeles where he attended Chouinard Art

Institute (now part of California Institute of the Arts). Ruscha’s paintings and prints

are greatly influenced by the Southern California environment and reflect his interest

in landscapes and urban settings, especially automobiles, highways, and road signs.

His work often incorporates isolated text as a trigger for individual reaction. Ruscha’s

work has been exhibited in several touring exhibitions, including retrospectives at

the Centre Georges Pompidou in 1989 and at the Whitney Museum of American Art

in 2004. Ruscha represented the United States in the 51st Venice Biennale in 2005.

He currently resides in Los Angeles.

In the late 1960s, Ruscha created a series of Standard Station gas station paintings,

drawings, and prints inspired by the visual stimuli of Southern California. The Los

Angeles County Museum of Art presented the exhibition Ed Ruscha: Standard in

2012–2013.

Edward Ruscha
(American, 1937–)
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Standard Station
1966

Lithograph
19 1/4 x 36 1/2 inches



Multi-media artist Shirley Shor was born in Israel. She received her B.A. in art history

and philosophy from Tel-Aviv University before moving to the United States, where she

received her M.F.A. in conceptual information art from San Francisco State University.

Shor utilizes video projection and customized computer hardware and software to create

sculptures and digital installations. Her pieces often utilize computer-based, fluid motion

and transformation of shapes to portray hypnotic movement. Shor’s visual dialogue

focuses on conflict, identity, and the passing of time. Her Landslide series, referring to

the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and associated borders, was exhibited at the Jewish

Museum, New York (2007). Shor lives and works in New York City.

In Hyperelief 2, the movement of the shapes is generated by computer code. The repe-

tition of shapes within the composition and their perpetual motion entrance the viewer

and allude to the passage of time. 

Shirley Shor
(Israeli-American, 1971–)
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Hyperelief 2
2010

Custom hardware, custom software, 
metal, painted wood 
24 x 24 x 4 1/4 inches



John Sloan was born in Lock Haven, Pennsylvania. In 1892 he joined the art staff of

the Philadelphia Inquirer as an illustrator before relocating to New York City to focus

on his painting in earnest. Much of his art focused on his urban environment and

city life. Along with George Bellows, Robert Henri, and George Lucs, Sloan is

considered an artist of the Ashcan school. Ashcan artists illustrated neighborhood

life in New York, often focusing on places of leisure, including bars, beaches, parks,

and sporting events. Works by Ashcan artists often depict the free-spirited vitality of

New York’s lower classes and can include provocative imagery. Sloan taught at the

Art Students League and was president of the Society of Independent Artists from

1918 to 1944. 

Sloan’s fascination with the idiosyncrasies of urban life is evident in Sunbathers on

the Roof, one of several etchings he created depicting New Yorkers enjoying their

rooftops during the summer months.

John Sloan 
(American, 1871–1951)
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Sunbathers on the Roof
1941

Etching on paper
7 x 7 15/16 inches



David Smith was born in Decatur, Indiana and moved to New York City in 1926,

where he supported himself as a machinist and welder while studying at the Art

Students League. Influenced by Cubism and Abstract Expressionism, Smith is best

known for his ambitious welded sculptures of iron and steel. Often illogically

designed from non-specific forms, Smith’s sculptures invite the viewer to engage with

their physical space. In 1940 Smith moved to Bolton Landing, New York, where he

lived and worked until his death. 

Initially trained as a painter, Smith continued to paint and draw throughout his life.

In 1931 Smith and his wife, artist Dorothy Dehner (1901–1994), spent eight months in

the Virgin Islands where he was inspired to paint Untitled (Virgin Island Landscape

with Brown Shell).

David Smith 
(American, 1906–1965)
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Untitled (Virgin Island Landscape 
with Brown Shell)

1933
Oil on canvas

26 1/4 x 36 1/4 inches



Peter Stackpole was born in San Francisco and became interested in photography as

a teenager. In the early 1930s he used a 35-millimeter camera to photograph the

construction of the Golden Gate Bridge and the San Francisco Bay Bridge. After

receiving wide recognition for these projects, Stackpole was one of the first staff

photographers hired by Life magazine, and he worked for the magazine from 1936

to 1960. Many of Stackpole’s photographs of Hollywood stars and celebrities appeared

on the covers of Life. He also wrote a regular column called “35mm Techniques” in

U.S. Camera magazine. Stackpole was fascinated with underwater photography;

between 1941 and 1974 he helped to develop underwater equipment for still photog-

raphy and moving pictures.

Teamwork Atop the Hammerhead Crane is a photograph from Stackpole’s documen-

tation of the construction of the San Francisco Bay Bridge, one of the most ambitious

building projects in the United States between 1933 and 1936.

Peter Stackpole
(American, 1913–1997)
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Teamwork Atop the Hammerhead Crane 
from the portfolio, When They Built

1935
Silver gelatin print

8 5/8 x 13 inches



Pat Steir was born in Newark, New Jersey and received her B.F.A. from the Pratt

Institute in Brooklyn, where she studied with Philip Guston. Working primarily as a

painter, but also an accomplished printmaker, Steir developed a style using pictorial

elements, color fields, and a painterly touch. Her interest in symbolism and the pro-

cesses of painting, drawing, and printmaking is evident in her works, which often

incorporate drip lines, grid lines, and brushstrokes. Steir’s work is in the collections

of the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., the Whitney Museum of American

Art, and the Tate Gallery, London. She currently lives and works in New York City.

Waterfall of Ancient Ghosts is one of Steir’s many large-scale waterfall paintings,

produced by dropping paint from the top of a large canvas, allowing it to fall and

drip down to create successive veils of paint. Like an immense waterfall, the painting

is simultaneously impressive and meditative. Steir has used this drip style in her work

since 1985. 

Pat Steir
(American, 1940–)
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Waterfall of  Ancient Ghosts
1990

Oil on canvas
78 x 150 1/2 inches



Frank Stella, was born in Malden, Massachusetts, and is a prolific painter, sculptor,

and printmaker. He attended Princeton University and moved to New York City upon

graduation in 1958, rising to be recognized as a significant artist while in his mid-

20s. Stella embraces the physicality of surface upon which he works and considers

abstract art as having no reference to reality. His paintings and prints are studies in

line, geometry, and color often incorporating rings, stripes, and overlapping inter-

sections. Stella lives and works in New York City.

Untitled from the Portfolio Ten Works x Ten Artists , made up of two intersecting sets

of stripes, illustrates Stella’s commitment to studies of line and color on the flat sur-

face. Stella is also considered an expert printmaker as evidenced by the craftsmanship

seen in this silkscreen print.

Frank Stella 
(American, 1936–)
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Untitled from the Portfolio
Ten Works x Ten Artists

c. 1964
Silkscreen on woven paper

19 x 18 1/2 inches



Alfred Stieglitz was born in Hoboken, New Jersey to German-Jewish immigrants.

After studying mechanical engineering and photochemistry in Germany, he returned

to New York City in 1890, pursuing his career as a photographer and dedicated

promotion of modern art. He wrote for The American Amateur Photographer maga-

zine and submitted his photographs to competitions throughout the country, winning

a number of rewards. In 1905 Stieglitz opened an art gallery, the Little Galleries of the

Photo-Secession, known as 291 for its address on Fifth Avenue, where he exhibited

work by artists including Ansel Adams, Edouard Manet, Henri Matisse, and Auguste

Rodin.

In January 1916, Stieglitz was introduced to the work of Georgia O’Keeffe and was so

taken with it that he immediately made plans to mount an exhibit at 291. The fol-

lowing year, the two began an intense relationship, marrying in 1924. Stieglitz

photographed O’Keeffe hundreds of times between 1918 and 1925. The Metropolitan

Museum of Art presented 81 of these portraits in the exhibition Georgia O’Keeffe: A

Portrait by Alfred Stieglitz (1997).

Alfred Stieglitz 
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Portrait of  Georgia O’Keeffe
1932

Silver gelatin vintage print
9 3/16 x 6 5/8 inches



James Turnbull grew up in St. Louis, Missouri, where he attended the School of Fine

Arts for three years before attending the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts for one

year. Turnbull was considered part of the American Regionalist movement of artists

interested in portraying realistic depictions of American life during the years fol-

lowing World War I. American Regionalist artists depicted the hardships encountered

by the working class during and after the Great Depression. Turnbull was named the

first director of the state of Missouri’s Works Progress Administration project in 1937

but resigned after just a few months in order to spend more time painting. He was

commissioned to paint a number of murals in and around St. Louis, and worked as

a life magazine correspondent during World War II.

Turnbull’s paintings and murals focused primarily on miners, sharecroppers, and

chain gangs in small towns. Black Girl depicts a scene of everyday life in the South,

and demonstrates Turbull’s persistent devotion to social realism.

James Turnbull 
(American, 1909–1976)
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Black Girl
1943 

Watercolor on paper
211/4 x 14 1/2 inches



Massimo Vitali was born in Como, Italy. After studying photography at the London

College of Printing, he began working as a photojournalist for various magazines

across Europe in the 1960s. His expansive and dramatic landscapes and viewpoints

have been featured in numerous publications including Vanity Fair, The New Yorker,

Art Forum International, and The New York Times Magazine. Vitali lives and works

in Lucca, Italy and Berlin, Germany. 

In 1994, as a form of social research, Vitali began photographing crowds in piazzas,

on beaches and in other public places. His use of a large format camera captures the

vibrancy of scenes such as Les Menuires Quartet 2 and Scala dei Turchi Horizon, Sicily. 

Massimo Vitali 
(Italian, 1944–)
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Scala dei Turchi Horizon, Sicily
2009

Chromogenic print
60 x 72 inches

Les Menuires Quartet 2
1999

Chromogenic print 
mounted to aluminum

72 x 86 inches



Andy Warhol grew up in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He majored in pictorial design

at Carnegie Institute of Technology (now Carnegie Mellon University) and moved

to New York City in 1945 to work as a commercial artist, creating illustrations and

graphic designs for magazines. Warhol began his prolific career as an artist in earnest

in the 1950s. In 1962 he developed the silkscreen printing technique for which he

became famous. Warhol worked extensively as a painter, printmaker, sculptor, film-

maker, and performance artist and was one of the most influential artists of the 20th

century. 

Warhol began his Jackie series after John F. Kennedy’s assassination in 1963. His

factory-produced silkscreen prints feature images appropriated from magazines and

newspapers screened onto canvas. The process allowed him to use repetition of

images such as the two seen here and to replicate the same image in different colors. 

Martha Graham: Letter to the World (the Kick) appropriates an iconic Barbara Morgan

photograph of dancer and longtime friend Martha Graham, who revolutionized

dance with her avant-garde approach and modern technique. This portfolio was

published to commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of the Martha Graham Center

of Contemporary Dance, Inc., in New York.

Andy Warhol
(American, 1928–1987)
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Jackie II
1966

Screenprint
24 x 29 3/4 inches

Martha Graham: Letter to the World
1986

Serigraph on paper
35 1/2 x 35 1/2 inches



William Wegman was born in Holyoke, Massachusetts. He received a B.F.A. in

painting in 1965 from the Massachusetts College of Art and an M.F.A. from the Uni-

versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1967. A conceptual artist, Wegman has

worked extensively in photography and film. His videos include skits for Saturday

Night Live, Sesame Street, and Nickelodeon. Wegman’s work has been shown in solo

exhibitions at the Centre Pompidou, Paris (1990) and the Modern Art Museum, Fort

Worth (1993). Wegman divides his time between New York and Maine.

Wegman is best known for his performance documentation of his Weimaraners Man

Ray, Fan Ray, and Fan Ray’s offspring (Battina, Crooky and Chundo). Public adora-

tion for photographs such as Game Reserve and Rooster, featuring his dogs dressed

in costumes and “acting” as different characters, often overshadows the conceptual

roots of the imagery. Wegman has created videos and written books for both children

and adults inspired by his work with his dogs.

William Wegman
(American, 1943–)
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Rooster
1991

Unique Polaroid polacolor 
ER photograph
24 x 20 inches

Game Reserve
1981

C-Print
14 1/2 x 14 1/2 inches



Grant Wood was born on a farm in Iowa and grew up in Cedar Rapids, moving to

Chicago in 1913. He studied at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and the

Academie Julian in Paris, France. After spending time in France and Italy, he settled

in Iowa in the mid 1920s, where he painted in what became known as the American

Regionalist style. American Regionalists considered their paintings to be socially

conscious, realistic depictions of everyday people. Particularly interested in por-

traying Midwestern farmers and their surroundings, Wood was commissioned to

paint portraits and murals for local families and businesses. He taught art at the

University of Iowa from 1935 to 1940. During his tenure he lectured often on Region-

alism, a style disputed by fellow art department faculty members who embraced

modern art’s emerging abstract movement.

In the Spring features a farm worker standing in a field. The viewer is drawn into

Wood’s landscape by the rolling hills, the farmhouse in the distance, and the workers

planting crops in rows in the field behind him. 

Grant Wood 
(American, 1891–1942)
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In the Spring
1939

Lithograph
9 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches
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